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Physical stage
step-by-step modelling of 
physical interactions of 
incoming & secondary
ionising radiation with

biological medium 
(liquid water)

Physico-chemical/chemical stage 
• Radical species production
• Diffusion
• Mutual chemical interactions

Geometrical models
DNA strands, chromatin fibres, chromosomes, whole cell nucleus, cells… 

for the prediction of damage resulting from direct and indirect hits

• Excited water molecules
• Ionised water molecules
• Solvated electrons

DIRECT DNA damage INDIRECT DNA damage
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lecule. The diffusion process and mutual interactions are 
described in more details in Section V. 

 
IV. Software Requirements 

In order to simulate radiation chemistry of liquid water 
in Geant4, the software fulfills the following five require-
ments (SR): 

− SR#1: description and management of molecules, 
including some of their static (name, number of 
atoms, ground state configuration, decay table…) 
and dynamic (electronic configuration, diffusion 
coefficient…) properties; 

− SR#2: identification of the electronic state of ex-
cited and ionized water molecules in the 
corresponding Geant4-DNA physics models; 

− SR#3: decay process for molecules following exci-
tation and ionization, including thermalization; 

− SR#4: diffusion process for molecules according to 
Brownian motion; 

− SR#5: chemical interaction process between dif-
fusing molecules; 

Geant4 9.4 does not currently include any class for handling 
molecules. With this prototype, it is the first time that 
Geant4 is extended to track molecules and model mutual 
interactions between them. Note that the prototype software 
described in this work is compatible with Geant4 9.4 release 
and will be delivered publicly with default input parameters 
for the modeling of water radiolysis. 

 
V. Molecular Species and Chemical Processes 

Under ionizing radiation, excited and ionized water mo-
lecules may decay and dissociate into new molecules (e-

aq
a

New prototype processes in Geant4 for liquid water radi-
olysis and the resulting chemistry have been developed in 
Geant4 in the framework of the Geant4-DNA project. We 
have adopted the approach followed by the state-of-the-art 
Monte Carlo PARTRAC software, which is described in 
detail by their authors in the literature.4,5) Consequently, in 
this work, we pay a particular attention to the 
time-dependent radiochemical yields calculated with 
PARTRAC. The adopted software design was made flexible 
enough to allow in the future the inclusion of alternative 
radiochemistry models. 

, 
H2, H•, •OH, H3O

+) which can diffuse and interact mutually 
to produce other molecules (OH-, H2O2). These e-

aq, H•, 
•OH and H2O2 species can also directly interact with DNA 
components.  

With the present software prototype, the chemical stage 
can be simulated up to 1 µs after irradiation. The simulation 
starts with the positions of radiolytic products of the water 
molecules at 1 ps after the physical irradiation, using the 
branching ratios adjusted by PARTRAC.4) 

                                                                                                   
a e-

aq: a solvated electron in water (also named aqueous solvated 
electron) is a free electron in an aqueous solution surrounded by a 
“shield” of water molecules. 

The hot products have reached a so-called “thermalization 
distance” from the hit mother water molecule before starting 
a Brownian motion. The method adopted to simulate the 
thermalization process in this work can be found in.4) The 
flexibility of the prototype software allows the user to easily 
implement his/her own thermalization distance computation 
method for each decay channel.  

Brownian diffusion of radiolytic products uses a random 
change of direction after a time step ∆t, corresponding to a 
geometrical mean step size given by: 

 
〈𝑅〉 = √6.𝐷.∆𝑡 

 
where D is the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coeffi-
cient depends on the molecular species and on its excited 
state, while the time step can be selected as a function of the 
physical time. 

The criterion for the chemical reactions to occur is the 
physical distance between two molecules. If two molecules 
are closer than a calculated reaction radius,18) related to the 
chemical reaction rate, a reaction is assumed to happen, us-
ing a jump-through correction.18) 
 
VI. Simulation Parameters 

The default branching ratios (Table 1), diffusion coeffi-
cients (Table 2), reaction rates (Table 3) and time steps (∆t) 
(Table 4) of this prototype software are those proposed by 
PARTRAC,4) but the user still has the possibility to easily 
define his/her own parameters and models.  
 
 
Table  1 Branching ratios of a water molecule at 1 ps as de-

scribed in Reference 4 

Electronic state Decay Channel Fraction (%) 
All ionization states H3O

 + + •OH 100 
Excitation state 

A1B1:  
(1b1) → (4a1/3s) 

•OH + H• 
H2O + ∆E 

65 
35 

Excitation state 
B1A1: 

(3a1) → (4a1/3s) 

H3O
 + + •OH + e-

aq 

•OH + •OH + H2 

H2O + ∆E 

55 
15 
30 

Excitation state: 
Rydberg, diffusion 

bands 

H3O
 + + •OH + e-

aq 

H2O + ∆E 
50 
50 

 
 
Table  2 Diffusion coefficients for the diffusing species as de-

scribed in Reference 4 

Species Diffusion coefficient D (10-9 m2 s-1) 

e-
aq 4.9 

•OH 2.8 
H• 7.0 

H3O
 + 9.0 

H2 4.8 
OH- 5.0 
H2O2 2.3 
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Table  3 Reaction rates as described in Reference 4 

Reaction Reaction rate (1010 M-1 s-1) 
H• + e-

aq + H
2
O→ OH- + H

2
 2.65 

H• + •OH → H
2
O 1.44 

H• + H• → H
2
 1.20 

H
2
 + •OH → H• + H

2
O 4.17×10-3 

H
2
O

2 
+ e-

aq → OH- + •OH 1.41 

H
3
O

+ 
+ e-

aq → H• + H
2
O 2.11 

H
3
O

+ 
+ OH- → 2 H

2
O 14.3 

•OH + e-
aq → OH- 2.95 

•OH + •OH → H
2
O

2
 0.44 

e-
aq + e-

aq + 2 H
2
O→ 2 OH- + H

2
 0.50 

 
Table  4 Time steps ∆t with respect to the physical time, as de-

scribed in Reference 4 

Time interval (s) ∆t (ps) 
Until 10-11 0.1 
10-11 – 10-10 1 
10-10 – 10-9 3 
10-9 – 10-8 10 
Above 10-8 100 

 
VII. Time-Dependent Radiochemical Yields 

For a given molecular species, the time-dependent radio-
chemical yield G is defined as the number of molecules 
produced for a total absorbed energy of 100 eV in the irra-
diated medium: 

𝐺 = 𝑁(𝑡)×100
𝐸 (𝑒𝑉) , 

where N(t) is the number of molecules and E is the total 
energy deposit by the incident ionizing particle into the me-
dium, expressed in eV. 

Experimental data on time-dependent chemical yields are 
rare and the simulations often do not reproduce the exact 
conditions of the experimental set-up (type and energy of the 
incoming particle, volume of the target). However, in order 
to fill in this lack, most authors compare their simulated re-
sults with experiments at similar LET value. 

In order to verify our prototype software, we compare our 
results with other simulation codes (PARTRAC4,5) and Ue-
hara’s and Nikjoo’s work6)). However, as Geant4-DNA and 
PARTRAC4,5,19) physics models are not identical, the out-
come of the physical stage in the two simulations will 
necessarily differ. The physics models adopted in 
Geant4-DNA are fully described in Reference 2.  

The presented results were obtained using the above de-
fault parameters, by shooting 2.5×104 incident electrons of 
1 MeV and considering only the first 10 keV lost by the 
primary track, as done in PARTRAC4) and Uehara’s and 
Nikjoo’s work.6) All secondary particles were tracked. 

 

Fig.  1 Prototype results on •OH radiochemical yields (mole-
cules/100 eV) from 1 MeV incident electrons with respect to 
time (in picosecond). References: Ballarini et al. (PARTRAC),3) 
S. Uehara and H. Nikjoo.6)  

 

Fig.  2 Prototype results on e-
aq radiochemical yields (mole-

cules/100 eV) from 1 MeV incident electrons with respect to 
time (in picosecond). References: Ballarini et al. (PARTRAC),3) 
S. Uehara and H. Nikjoo.6)  
 
The resulting radiochemical yields for •OH and solvated 

electrons are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. These pre-
liminary results have been obtained using the following 
Geant4-DNA processes (the corresponding Geant4-DNA 
models are indicated in parenthesis): electron elastic scatter-
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µ = . µ Φ µ− − − −LET[keV m ] 6 2415[keV m Gy ]D[Gy]/ [ m ]; (3)1 3 1 2

the numerical factor arises from the conversion of units in a medium with the density of liquid water (1 g cm−3). 
The dose has been obtained from all energy deposition events by the primary and all its secondary particles that 
occurred within the volume of the model nucleus. By this definition, the LET used here is analogous to the con-
cept of the dose-mean lineal energy in microdosimetry47. The LET definition used here also bears analogies to the 
concept of restricted LET (L∆), in which only secondary electrons with energy up to ∆  are included, or even more 
the spatially restricted LET (Lr) that limits the position of energy depositions to a cylinder with radius r around 
the track21. L∆ has been proposed as a means that correlates with biological effects better than the unrestricted 
LET does48. For the sake of brevity, only the term “LET” is used throughout this work for the above-mentioned 
LET definition; note that it does not correspond to electronic equilibrium conditions due to the position and size 
of the source (see below). For high-energy ions the LET differs considerably from the ion’s stopping power, which 
is defined by the energy loss of the particle.

For ions with lower energies, which cannot pass through the whole nucleus, the volume to which the energy 
deposition has been related in the dose determination has been reduced to the spherical cap whose height is given 
by the ion’s range in water. The LET has then been calculated from Eq. (3) again as a mean value for the irradiated 
part of the nucleus. In this case, the difference between the energy imparted to the medium and that lost by the 
particle is minimal, since the secondary electrons possess short ranges only. The LET is thus practically identical 
to the track-averaged stopping power, averaged over the track part within the nucleus (orange parts of the arrows 
in Fig. 1) and over tracks that hit the nucleus, centrally as well as peripherally. To avoid the uncertainties related 
to ion slowing down at lowest energies, the range has been determined by extrapolating to zero energy the depth 
at which the ion’s energy decreased to 10% of its initial value.

For a detailed study of DNA damage for ion energies around and below their maximum stopping power, the 
results obtained for 0.25 MeV/u initial energy have been differentially analysed in dependence on the distance 
from the source. To this end, LET values have been determined locally from the energy deposited in a stack of 50 
slabs of 200 nm thickness (a few slabs illustrated by thin black lines in Fig. 1) and corresponding dose values were 
calculated for each slab according to Eq. (3). The yields of DNA damage per slab are reported relative to the actual 
DNA amount, which varies among the slabs. To avoid potential issues due to the alignment of the slab geometry 

water          vacuumslabs

circular ion source

10 µm

cell nucleus

Figure 1. Setup of irradiation simulations. A circular ion source (red) is located tangentially to the cell 
nucleus in a surrounding water shell. 5 particles per run start with a given initial energy from random positions 
on the source area in normal direction to it; arrows illustrate carbon ion tracks of 0.25 MeV/u initial energy 
(range ~6 µ m). Determination of LET (Fig. 2a) is based on energy deposits including secondary electrons 
inside nuclear volume (orange arrows); energy deposited outside the nucleus (green parts of the arrows) is not 
considered. Local analysis of DNA damage by slow ions (Fig. 6) is based on DNA amount and particle stopping 
power (Fig. 2b) in 200-nm-slabs (thin black lines). Primary and secondary particles leaving the surrounding 
shell are no longer scored. Coloured structures of the cell nucleus refer to chromatin of different chromosomes.

www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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primary particle from both the direct (physical stage) and indirect (chemical stage) effects. Nevertheless, the user 
can also access intermediate results to, for example, separate the direct from the indirect DNA strand breaks (SBs) 
or determine the base damage and its location.

Pairs of chromosomes Chromosomes
Number of 
domains

1 1–2 2 × 250
2 3–4 2 × 242
3 5–6 2 × 198
4 7–8 2 × 190
5 9–10 2 × 182
6 11–12 2 × 171
7 13–14 2 × 159
8 15–16 2 × 145
9 17–18 2 × 138
10 19–20 2 × 134
11 21–22 2 × 135
12 23–24 2 × 133
13 25–26 2 × 114
14 27–28 2 × 107
15 29–30 2 × 102
16 31–32 2 × 90
17 33–34 2 × 83
18 35–36 2 × 80
19 37–38 2 × 59
20 39–40 2 × 64
21 41–42 2 × 47
22 43–44 2 × 51
23 X 156
23 Y 57

Table 2. The 23 pairs of chromosomes in the human genome (source: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

Figure 5. A relaxed and filled fibroblast cell nucleus.The three views presented use three different levels of 
zoom. The main view (bottom) shows the whole nucleus from a distant point from which only the domains are 
visible. On the top left, the view is that of a zoom in on the red boxed area of the main view. At this level, it is 
possible to see the voxels as cubes. On the top right, the view comes from another zoom in on the red boxed area 
of the top left view. In this view, the detail of the DNA within the voxels is at a molecular level.

32 W. Friedland et al. / Mutation Research 711 (2011) 28–40

Fig. 2. Illustration by POV-RayTM raytracer software of flat chromatin fiber loop
of about 100 kbp genomic length constructed from 18 basic elements on a grid of
50 nm × 50 nm.

along 50 nm. This principle has been retained during further model
developments; it assured seamless connection of all lower-order
structures when two basic elements were stacked in correct ori-
entation on top of each other and allowed expansion of atomic
resolution from coordinates within the basic elements towards
higher-order DNA structures. Chromatin fiber loops were first con-
structed via bent fiber elements in which the cylinder around a
basic element was transformed to a torus sector and the DNA inside
correspondingly [10]. Later, an assembly of virtually linked linear
fiber rods (where the sequence of nucleotide pairs at the top of one
rod continues at the bottom of next one disregarding the gap in-
between) of 18 kbp length represented a loop with a rhomb-like
form, and seven specifically arranged loops represented chromatin
domains of 500 kbp size [15]. In the most recent model version,
five basic cubic elements of 50 nm × 50 nm × 50 nm size have been
constructed, containing a straight fiber segment connecting the
bottom and upper wall of the cube and four bent elements con-
necting the bottom wall with the other ones [64]. A flat chromatin
fiber loop comprising 18 elements and about 100 kbp is presented
in Fig. 2. Further chromatin model variants have been adopted for
modelling studies on the effects of ultrasoft X-rays on linear DNA,
nucleosomes and chromatin fiber pieces using an atomic repre-
sentation of histones [13,65] and on the protective role of DNA
higher-order structures against •OH radical attack [66] including
a representation of SV40 minichromosomes.

As a first step towards representing whole chromosomes in PAR-
TRAC, virtual linkage was used for a study of size distributions
of DNA fragments [67]. Chromosomes within a human fibroblast
cell nucleus in G0/G1 phase were constructed inside a cylindrical
nucleus model with 15 !m diameter and 5 !m height, subdivided
into 46 territories with volumes proportional to chromosomal
lengths (Fig. 3). This and similar DNA target models have been
used in several investigations on ion-induced radiation damage
[16,17,68,69]. The most recent chromosome model [64] describes
a human inter-phase cell nucleus of a lymphocyte with a spheri-
cal shape of 10 !m diameter and of a fibroblast with an ellipsoidal
shape with axis lengths of 20 !m, 10 !m and 5 !m, both including
a total genomic length of 6.6 Gbp. Each of the 46 human chromo-
somes is represented by an unbroken self-avoiding sequence of the
aforementioned five basic elements with 50 nm side length. Distri-
bution and structure of chromosomes are based on an arrangement
of spherical chromatin domains (SCDs) [70]. The centers of 6070
SCDs are taken as anchor points for the generation of loop rosette
structures [71] by departing the chromatin path from and reap-
proaching to the SCD centers until the associated genomic length
of one megabasepair is assigned; then the path is directed towards
the next SCD center. The resulting chromatin data base includes the

Fig. 3. Illustration by POV-RayTM raytracer software of chromatin fibers of 46 chro-
mosomes of a human fibroblast cell nucleus. Different colors represent different
chromosomes.

sequence of locations, types and orientations of about 1.2 million
basic elements that describe genomic DNA. In this way, a single
representation of DNA structure in a cell nucleus is realized, which
accounts for different levels of DNA architecture from the DNA
double-helix up to chromatin domains in an inter-phase nucleus,
and contains information about positions of all atomic constituents.
However, only a single out of myriads potential DNA configurations
is represented and aspects of chromatin dynamics are not consid-
ered, leaving room for future improvements of the DNA model in
PARTRAC.

3.2. Interdependence between DNA target and track structure

PARTRAC calculations of radiation effects are usually based on
a superposition of the DNA target model with track structures
determined in liquid water. However, the presence of DNA in its
conformation has some effect on track structures in the physical
stage due to differences in cross sections, and even more in the
physico-chemical and chemical stages due to the presence of other
materials than water. The first issue has been studied in detail [13],
taking into account the molecular and geometric structure of the
DNA target in the interaction of photons and electrons by using
ionizing cross sections for DNA constituents (cf. Section 2.1.2.1)
[29]. Significant local inhomogeneities in dose and elevated yields
of SSBs and DSBs due to direct effects were found for photon irradi-
ation with energies between the carbon and oxygen K absorption
edge (0.28–0.54 keV). Outside this photon energy range the results
were rather similar to data obtained by superposition of track struc-
tures calculated in liquid water with a geometric model of the DNA
target.

The target volume representing DNA and histones is formed by
the union of atomic spheres. Using for these spheres reported val-
ues of van der Waals radii (0.12, 0.17, 0.15, 0.14 and 0.19 nm for H,
C, N, O, P, respectively [72]) would generate a holey structure. Such
artefacts are removed by adjusting the DNA and histone volume in
the model to reported densities [73,74] via increasing the van der
Waals radii of all atoms in DNA and histones (where H atoms are not
included) by factors of 1.3 and 1.4, respectively [13]. Moreover, to
account for the primary hydration shell surrounding cellular DNA
[75], energy depositions inside the inner hydration shell of about
12–15 tightly bound water molecules per nucleotide are assumed
to contribute to direct (as quasi-direct) effects, i.e. they are scored
in PARTRAC like events within nearby DNA constituents and pro-
duced no reactive species during the physico-chemical stage. The
inner hydration shell is represented in PARTRAC calculations by

PARTRAC
Mut. Res. 711, 28‒40 (2011) Geant4-DNA 

Sci. Rep., 7: 11923. (2017) 

PARTRAC 
Sci. Rep., 
7: 45161.  2017
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the `virtual sphere’ enc losing a simulated elec tron track and crossed by the scoring cylinders along
chords, positioned at random . The inner cylinder with diameter d=2´3 nm represents a linear `DNA segment’ of canonica l
B-DNA. Around this is a `cylindrical shell’, of thickness `r’ w ithin which radical diåusion and reactions are followed. The
thickness r was set to 4 nm in the main calculations.

ionizations and excitations) were in the volume of sented in Table 2. A ll radical species were assumed
to diåuse accord ing to Smoluchowski by allow ing athe DNA. Any such interactions were classi®ed as a

`direct hit’. jump step during a short interval such that L =
Ó(6D t), where L is the step size, D is the diåusionAround the DNA segment, as illu strated in

Figure 1, a `cylindrical shell’ was built as a working constant and t is the time interval for diåusion
starting at 10Õ12s. The time t was set such that thevolume for potential diåusion of radical species of

the chemical track towards the DNA. The cylindrical step size L was 0´1 nm.
If two radicals reacted within the cylindrical shell,shell lim its the need to follow those radicals which

start or move so far from the DNA that they have both were removed from the environment and the
products were given a new random position withinlittle chance of reaching the DNA in the available

time. The radius of the cylindrical shell was set to the reaction radius. Sim ilarly, if a radical left the
cylindrical shell it was removed from the system .mimic the average diåusion length of radicals in a

cellu lar environment (Roots and Okada 1975) (4 nm, Coordinates were recorded of any OH radical reach-
ing the DNA segment; these were classi®ed asbut the eåect of vary ing this parameter was also

investigated). Subsequently , all radical species in `indirect hits’.
For good statistical sampling the procedure waswater surrounding the DNA, within the boundary of

the cylindrical shell, were diåused from 10Õ12s to repeated for a large number of DNA segments for
each of a large number of electron tracks. DNA10Õ9s. The reactions of radical species were assumed

to be diåusion controlled . The rate constants (k) and segments were generated as cylindrical chords cut-
ting the virtual sphere using the method ofthe reaction distances (R AB) are summarized in

Table 1 (Buxton et al. 1988), w ith the reaction dis- mu-randomness (Kellerer 1975). Random ®llings of
the virtual sphere with suæcient DNA segments weretances being calculated accord ing to the relationship

k=4p(D A+D B)R AB (Chatterjee and Holley 1993, made such that for each electron track the total
volume of segments was equal to the volume of theTerrissol and BeaudreÂ 1990). The coeæcients of

diåusion (D ) and yield of radical species obtained for virtual sphere. These methods and consistency tests
have been described previously in detail (Nikjoo et al.tracks generated by the code CPA100 in water for

various electron energies used in this work are pre- 1989,1991). As before, to ensure uniform random
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FIG. 1. Basic chromatin fiber element including 30 nucleosomes and
an ideal arrangement of chromatin fiber rods in rhombic loops forming
a rosette-like structure of 0.5 Mbp genomic length.

ation-induced DNA fragment distribution. These are done,
respectively, by (1) subtracting correlated DSB associated
with DNA fragment sizes less than the experimental reso-
lution limit from the simulated total number of DSBs, (2)
applying algorithms used for the derivation of DSB yields
from measured DNA fractions to simulated DNA fragment
size distributions, and (3) simulating radiation-induced
DNA fragmentation on the basis of a genome bearing a
background distribution of DNA fragments. The simula-
tions were performed with the Monte Carlo track structure
code PARTRAC (16, 17) after implementing new cross
sections for protons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Monte Carlo code PARTRAC and its main simulation modules as
well as DNA target structure models, electron and photon track structure
simulation, and DNA strand break induction from direct and indirect
effects were described in detail elsewhere (16, 17). Therefore, this section
focuses on further development of the model and specification of param-
eter sets used.

Proton Track Structure Simulation

A new module for the simulation of proton tracks was implemented in
the Monte Carlo track structure simulation code PARTRAC. The track
structure simulation was performed using the classical trajectory picture
that follows the primary proton as well as all secondary electrons pro-
duced from starting or ejection energy down to total stopping (a few eV
in case of electrons, 1 keV in case of protons or neutral hydrogen), by
processing elastic and inelastic, including charge-changing scattering
events. When a proton slows down, it can produce direct ionization or
excitation events, but it can also capture an electron from a target mol-
ecule, converting itself into a neutral hydrogen atom. The neutral hydro-
gen atom itself can ionize or excite, or lose the electron again, converting
itself back into a proton.

We recently derived new cross sections for inelastic interactions of
energetic protons and neutral hydrogen atoms in liquid water (18). Liquid
water was used as a model substance for the biological material under
consideration. The data set covered a proton energy range from 1 keV
up to 10 GeV and considered the following interaction processes: ioni-
zation, excitation and electron capture from target molecules for protons,
and ionization and electron stripping for neutral hydrogen atoms. Ne-
glected in this model were excitation by neutral hydrogen atoms as well
as elastic scattering of the proton; both processes are only of minor effect
in this context.

Ionization and excitation cross sections were determined within the
(non-relativistic) plane-wave first Born approximation (PWBA). In this
approximation, the double differential (in energy and momentum transfer)
cross section was related to the dielectric response function, which had
been determined in a semi-empirical model for liquid water before (19).
The Bethe approximation was used for the extension to relativistic en-
ergies, while semi-empirical approaches were applied for energies below
500 keV where the PWBA is no longer valid. Charge transfer and strip-
ping cross sections were represented by simple analytical functions fol-
lowing general trends of experimental data. Parameters were also deter-
mined and adjusted by comparing calculated stopping powers, to which
all processes and charge states contribute, with the ICRU recommenda-
tions (20) for water and other experimental data as described in refs. (18)
and (21).

Secondary electron emission spectra (angular distributions) were mod-
eled within the framework of the non-relativistic Bethe theory, i.e. as a
superposition of the binary encounter peak (hard collisions) and the di-
pole interaction (close or glancing collisions). Identical distributions were

assumed for interactions of protons and neutral hydrogen atoms. More
details and angular distributions can be found elsewhere (21).

DNA Target Model

The DNA target model was designed to represent the genome of a
human fibroblast in its interphase. The total genomic length was assumed
to be 6 Gbp. The basic element of the model is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of a repetitive piece of a chromatin fiber 50 nm long formed by an ar-
rangement of 30 nucleosomes with a total of 6008 bp in atomic resolu-
tion. The nucleosomes were organized in a stochastic crossed-linker struc-
ture with an average angle of 1508 between succeeding nucleosomes and
a mean radial distance of 11 nm between the center of the histone and
the fiber axis. The positions of the histones and the orientations of their
axes within the basic element deviated stochastically from a regular sym-
metrical assembly within the chromatin fiber. Interpenetration of the DNA
helices with each other and with the histones was inhibited. Three of the
basic fiber elements were stacked together, making a 150-nm- or 18-kbp-
long chromatin fiber rod that was the essential component of the chro-
matin organization within the nucleus.

The cylindrical shape of the cell nucleus was divided in this model
into 46 territories, each with a volume proportional to the length of the
corresponding chromosome, plus an additional non-contiguous volume,
comprising 5% of the nuclear volume, that was not occupied by chro-
mosomes. The territories were specified by thousands of contiguous cubic
grid elements with a side length of 150 nm. Within these territories the
chromosomes were established by a chain of chromatin fiber rods. Suc-
ceeding fiber rods started near the ends of the former ones, with a se-
quence of deflection angles which produced ideally narrow rhombic fiber
loops 72 kbp in length, with a rosette-like structure of 0.5 Mbp found
from seven of these rhombuses (Fig. 1). During the simulation calcula-
tion, these perfect structures were veiled due to the accumulation of the
small stochastic variations of starting points and angles that were nec-
essary to generate non-overlapping fiber structures. Larger deflection an-
gles and increased gaps between the rods were applied whenever the
scheme continued to result in overlapping configurations within the chro-
mosomal territory even after a large number of trials. In the present re-
alization, the geometric distances for genomic intervals below 0.1 Mbp
were smaller than in earlier simulation calculations including the pilot
study (15) where a slightly less condensed chromatin fiber rod with 60

RADIATION RESEARCH 
159, 401‒410 (2003) 
PARTRAC

I. J. Rad. Bio. 
66:5, 453-457 (1994)
KURBUC
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Fig. 3.12 We represent a base pair of DNA as six molecules, two deoxyriboses (red), two
phosphates (yellow) and two base pairs (grey). They are modelled internally in Geant4 as
ellipsoids, cut along their z-axis.

by physical processes, and their boundaries are effectively ignored by chemistry. Chemical
reactions are able to look up nearby molecules using an octree data structure, eliminating any
navigational problems that could arise from placing a complicated geometry in the chemistry
stage of the simulation.

Reading in DNA placement volumes

When placement volumes are read into the Molecular DNA application, a few changes to
them need to be made to eliminate any overlaps between the volumes. These changes are
designed to satisfy the following criteria:

• Phosphate molecules are aligned to point to the next sugar molecule in the backbone.
They are cut along this axis so they do not overlap the following deoxyribose molecule.

• Deoxyribose molecules are aligned to point along their respective DNA backbones to
the next phosphate molecule in the chain.

• Base pairs are oriented along the axis running from their centre position to their
adjoining deoxyribose molecule. They are cut along this axis so as not to overlap
neither the deoxyribose molecule nor their complementary base pair. They are shrunk
along the DNA’s long axis so that their height along this axis never exceeds 1.7 nm,
thus preventing two adjacent molecules from overlapping.

• The first and last molecules in a placement volume (which would otherwise extent
beyond the boundary of the volume) are oriented to face the placement volumes wall
along their z-axis. They are then cut along this axis so as not to overlap the volume
boundary.

3.3 Implementation of the molecular level DNA simulation 93

Fig. 3.13 OpenGL render of DNA arranged DNA placements inside the Geant4 viewer. Note
that the major and minor curves of the DNA molecule are visible. (Yellow: Phosphate; Red:
Deoxyribose; Green: Guanine; Cyan: Cytosine; Blue: Thymine; Magenta: Adenine.

These criteria are shown schematically in Figure 3.12, and their appearance in Geant4’s
OpenGL viewer is shown in Figure 3.13.

Octrees for Rapidly Localising DNA Molecules

When energy is deposited, we want to rapidly see if it has occurred in the vicinity of a DNA
structure or not. To do this, the molecules near to any energy deposition need to be quickly
found. In three dimensional space this can be easily done using octrees, which are a tree
data structure that divides any given region (node) into exactly eight smaller regions (nodes).
An octree is made for each different placement volume, and is stored in a map based on it’s
memory address. The octrees contain a position based record of all physical volumes they
contain. As tracks in Geant4 know their location in a hierarchy of physical volumes, they can
identify whether the current volume they are in, or one of their parent volumes, possesses an
octree.

This allows energy depositions an arbitrary distance from the base pair molecules to be
assigned to base pairs (Algorithm 1). This is important as not all damage models assume
that strand break-causing energy depositions occur inside a molecule’s van der Waal’s radius.
Furthermore, this is important in chemistry simulations, where even distant molecules must
be locatable in order to identify possible chemical reactions.

Arranging placement volumes

Having built the placement volumes they are physically placed in the simulation according
to a separate definition file, commonly built from a fractal. The Euler angles in the input
file specified in Section 3.1 are converted into a Geant4 Rotation Matrix by the following
operation, which takes into consideration the different specifications of Euler angles used in

N. Lampe et al, Phys. Med. 2018; 48:135-145

Evaluation of Radiation DNA Damage in a Fractal Cell Nucleus DNA model using Geant4-DNA

Lampe21,22. DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) can be considered as being composed of phosphate83

and deoxyribose-sugar molecules forming a backbone that supports the nucleotide bases guanine,84

adenine, cytosine and thymine. The summary of the minimum allocation geometries is in Table I.85

TABLE I. The minimum allocation molecule geometries

Name Chemical formula Volume shape Radius (X) [Å] Radius (Y) [Å] Radius (Z) [Å]

Phosphate H3PO4 Sphere 2.28 2.28 2.28

Deoxyribose C5H10O4 Sphere 2.63 2.63 2.63

Guanine C5H5N5O Ellipsoid 3.63 3.80 1.89

Adenine C5H5N5 Ellipsoid 3.43 3.74 1.93

Cytosine C4H5N3O Ellipsoid 3.60 3.07 1.77

Thymine C5H6N2O2 Ellipsoid 4.21 3.04 2.00

Histone - Sphere 250.0 250.0 250.0

These DNA nucleotides can be assembled as DNA double helix structure as a pair of polynu-86

cleotides. Each base pairs are build based on the 3.3 Å separation between base pairs with their87

34 degree turn per base pair, and the overlap minimum allocation volumes have been scraped off.88

The spiral DNA furl by histones as a nucleosome, and the aggregate of these nucleosome is called89

chromatin fiber. To construct a fractal base nucleus, we have prepare three types voxel geometries90

of unit chromatin fiber, strait, turned, and turned-twisted (shown in Figure? ). Each unit chromatin91

fiber is stored in 75 × 75 × 75 Å cubic voxel. And rotational transformations for turned and92

turned-twisted were also made to bend the DNA by 90 degree for turned volumes, and twist the93

DNA by 90 degree along its long axis to ensure strands joined continuously.94

The overview of assembling scheme of a whole cell nucleus is shown in Figure 2. The three unit95

chromatin fibers which are newly developed in this work are shown in Figure 2-(a), DNA double96

5
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3.3 Implementation of the molecular level DNA simulation 91

Fig. 3.11 Chromosomes are defined independently of the geometry and serve as a means of
implementing geometries. Only placement boxes with their centre inside a chromosomal
region are placed in the simulation and count towards damage (cyan/magenta shaded boxes).
In the case of overlapping chromosomes, the first chromosome defined in the user macro
file (blue in this case) takes precedence over any overlapping chromosomes for assigning
damage.

facilitates the use of more traditional DNA structures, as DNA is only placed when the centre
of a placement volume lies inside a chromosome. This entails some loss of continuity in
the DNA strands we simulate, however the effects of this are small.

3.3.2 Reading in geometries

The geometry that we read in is based on the inputs established in Section 3.1, and requires
a number of steps to be realised. First, individual placement volumes need to be constructed,
which are filled with DNA. Both local rotations of the base pair need to be considered in
addition to the position of the base pair in relation to other molecules near it. Also, an
effective way of spatially searching DNA molecules is necessary for both the physical and
chemical stages of the simulation, as physical damage models and chemical reaction models
require a knowledge of nearby molecules, independent of the radius of the placement volume
for a given molecule. After the placement volumes have been built, the fractal geometry
can be built, and data structures are needed to let the application keep track of which DNA
strands are continuous.

Use of parallel worlds The Geant4 chemistry module has difficulty dealing with compli-
cated geometries due to dissociation processes, which can place the products of the molecular
dissociation of an energetic molecule way from the dissociating molecule. To avoid having
too many geometrical boundaries in our simulations, all the physical volumes are placed
in a separate parallel world, using the layered geometries offered by Geant4 (Enger et al.,
2012). Thus, the physically placed DNA molecules described in this section are only seen

N. Lampe et al, Phys. Med. 2018; 48:146-155
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Fig. 3.16 The amount of energy needed to induce a strand break is set via two parameters,
a lower and an upper break limit. The probability of a strand break varies linearly from zero
to one between these limits. The values plotted here (5 eV and 37.5 eV) are taken from
the PARTRAC simulation platform (Friedland et al., 2011).

by 1.6 Å.
We define the region in which energy deposits are assigned to DNA molecules based

on a single distance value. The energy from a given energy deposit is always assigned to
the closest sugar-phosphate moiety or base molecule, provided their is a molecule within
this radius (Figure 3.15, left panel). Also, for the purposes of calculating the chance of
a break, the sugar and phosphate molecules are considered together. By using the closest
molecule in our criteria for energy depositions in DNA, we do introduce a little bit of
complexity into the model when compared to other models, as the volume of DNA then
sensitive to ionising radiation does not vary simply with the distance parameter the user can
set. To allow a comparison to other platforms, in particular the semi-annulus model used
by Charlton & Humm (1988), we show in Figure 3.15 (right) the variation in the volume of
both the DNA strand (phosphate and deoxyribose) and base pair regions with the distance
parameter, calculated by Monte Carlo integration.

Both a minimum and maximum energy are able to be specified for the probability that
direct energy depositions in these regions causes a strand break. This allows a simulation of
damage following a PARTRAC-like model, and also following a fixed energy limit (Figure
3.16).

Scoring Chemical Damage

Chemical damage is scored when chemical reactions take place between radicals and DNA
molecules. Beyond the chemical reaction rates themselves, a number of parameters have
been used to determine whether a strand break follows a chemical reactions. Measurements

PARTRAC :  5    ‒ 37.5 eV
KURBUC  : 17.5 ‒ 17.5 eV

Rdirect :   3.5 angstrom
RPhosphate~ 2.28 angstrom
RSugar ~ 2.63 angstrom
RHydShell < 2       angstrom

Edep assigned to closest strand molecule
Edep

Physics and Direct Damage
• Nanometre-scale accurate physics models are provided by 

Geant4-DNA (small scales and small energies).
• We need however a way of modelling physical damage (where 

excitation or ionisation of DNA molecules breaks DNA).
• Three parameter model, a distance from DNA to consider 

damage contributions, and break likelihood limits

28Nathanael Lampe, May 2017
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POH = 0.4 : Lampe (2018)
POH = 0.42     : Meylan (2016)
POH = 0.7    : Kreipl (2009)
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Fig. 3.12 We represent a base pair of DNA as six molecules, two deoxyriboses (red), two
phosphates (yellow) and two base pairs (grey). They are modelled internally in Geant4 as
ellipsoids, cut along their z-axis.

by physical processes, and their boundaries are effectively ignored by chemistry. Chemical
reactions are able to look up nearby molecules using an octree data structure, eliminating any
navigational problems that could arise from placing a complicated geometry in the chemistry
stage of the simulation.

Reading in DNA placement volumes

When placement volumes are read into the Molecular DNA application, a few changes to
them need to be made to eliminate any overlaps between the volumes. These changes are
designed to satisfy the following criteria:

• Phosphate molecules are aligned to point to the next sugar molecule in the backbone.
They are cut along this axis so they do not overlap the following deoxyribose molecule.

• Deoxyribose molecules are aligned to point along their respective DNA backbones to
the next phosphate molecule in the chain.

• Base pairs are oriented along the axis running from their centre position to their
adjoining deoxyribose molecule. They are cut along this axis so as not to overlap
neither the deoxyribose molecule nor their complementary base pair. They are shrunk
along the DNA’s long axis so that their height along this axis never exceeds 1.7 nm,
thus preventing two adjacent molecules from overlapping.

• The first and last molecules in a placement volume (which would otherwise extent
beyond the boundary of the volume) are oriented to face the placement volumes wall
along their z-axis. They are then cut along this axis so as not to overlap the volume
boundary.

Chemistry Limits
Time duration             : 5ns
Correspond Diff. Dist. : 9nm 

Histone Size
PARTRAC  : 45 nm
This work   : 25 nm 
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Using different damage parameters



Conclusion

pAfter 10 years from Geant4-DNAlaunched, we have 
achieved to develop applications for evaluating ionising
radiation induced DNA damage, as a milestone of the 
Geant4-DNA studies.

pWe are now ready to explore the mechanisms of ionising
radiation induced DNA damage.  
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A B S T R A C T

The advancement of multidisciplinary research fields dealing with ionising radiation induced biological damage
– radiobiology, radiation physics, radiation protection and, in particular, medical physics – requires a clear
mechanistic understanding of how cellular damage is induced by ionising radiation. Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lations provide a promising approach for the mechanistic simulation of radiation transport and radiation
chemistry, towards the in silico simulation of early biological damage. We have recently developed a fully in-
tegrated MC simulation that calculates early single strand breaks (SSBs) and double strand breaks (DSBs) in a
fractal chromatin based human cell nucleus model. The results of this simulation are almost equivalent to past
MC simulations when considering direct/indirect strand break fraction, DSB yields and fragment distribution.
The simulation results agree with experimental data on DSB yields within 13.6% on average and fragment
distributions agree within an average of 34.8%.
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